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Musically it has been quite a year. The variety of repertoire shows how versatile the 

choir has become. For example:-

• From the classical, we have done Purcell's Come Ye Sons of Art and movements from 

Faure's Requiem. 

• In The Mood, S'Wonderful, and Blackbird are examples of the popular and jazz style 

as well music from films and shows in the forthcoming concert 

• World music and spirituals such as Shoshone Love Song, Dry Bones, Rise Up 

Shepherd or Ar Hyd y Nos. . 

• Then there is just having fun: Rhythm of Life, Chocolate Song or The Musical Risotto. 
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From the feedback occasionally I have had from the people in the audience, the 

standard of the singing has improved- the choir's diction, balance, tone -~tc in 

performance reflects some of the approaches I take- sometimes unusual. The challenge 

of making rehearsals enjoyable, fulfilling and not boring is always a challenge for a 

conductor and sometimes a method doesn't work but most of the time, I think I get it 
right. · · ' ~:.. ::>ffiFl1'?'1\;,' -

On the Committee I have the marketing lead working closely with Jean and Christi'ne 
)''I .... 

who I thank for putting in the time. We have at long last managed to get some photos of 
. . . . . ... ,_ 

the choir- some are on the web page.Jfyou-~o a.Google search. of choirs in Windermere 

Staveley's web site appears. Someon~ you '1av~.':l~Y.ief met·~ut f would wish to tha~k is a 

friend of mine who does the posters for free: Andy Kokokta · 
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The challenge still remains of finding new ~u~.i~nces an~ new members. The individual 

responsibility of choir members for pu~!ng pc;,sters ~P in as many places as possible and 

spreading the word is critical. Doing concerts in different locations such as performing 

The Last Night of The Proms and The Winderm~re Passion in Windermere helps to raise 

awareness. Personally at some .point in the future I would like to do a concert in 
Burneside. 

Many people I have to thank. I would especially wish to thank David, for being a very 

sensitive accompanist, Margaret for sorting the music out, Zoe for organising our music 

library, Dick for supporting my ideas and you, the choir, for trusting me in the direction I 
have taken it in the past year. 


